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No Fucking Around Mindset Strategies That Magnetize Money
Dr. Amanda - "The Money Healer"

NFA NFA MONEYMONEY TALKS TALKS
SIGNATURE PROGRAMS

Tap Into Your NFA™ - No Fucking Around - Mindset to Be a
Magnetic, Dynamic, and Balanced Leader
Overcome the Habit of Stress and Overwhelm through
Mindset Mastery 
Optimize Your Productivity Using Actionable Strategies
that Align You to Be the NFA™ Leader of Yourself and Your
Team

Discover Your Zone of Genius Values to Get into Inspired
Action and Lead with Magnetic Power 
Elevate Team Connectivity, Reduce Overwhelm, and
Increase Focused Productivity
Learn Exactly How to Create a Genius Based Leadership
Mindset to Maximize Company Profitability

Remove Your Unconscious Blocks to Selling and Become a
Magnetic Selling Machine
Tap Into the Fundamental Principles of Wealth
Consciousness to Enjoy the Process of Selling
Learn How to Apply Science Based Law of Attraction
Mindset Strategies to Maximize Company Profits

Learn the Universal Laws of Money Magnetism and How to
Breakthrough What’s Blocking Your Success
Discover How Chronic Stress and Overwhelm Create
Volatility in Your Personal and Professional Life and How to
Stop These Problems
Rewrite Your Money Story to Reprogram Your Money
Mindset So You Can Maximize Your Money Magnetism

NFA™ Based Leadership 

Genius Based Leadership

Profit Based Leadership

Magnetic Based Leadership

@NFAMoney:www.nfaMoney .com BookDramanda@nfaMoney.com

I invited Dr. Amanda to be a featured
presenter at one of our annual events. The
audience feedback was exceptional. Her
ability to command the room and keep
people engaged was special. Her
knowledge and expertise made her the
perfect compliment to the day. I would
highly recommend Dr. Amanda as a guest
speaker for your next event.

-Dr. Jay LaGuardia - CEO of TriplePLife

The result was an amazing jolt to our team’s cohesion and to
each team members’ dedication to advancing the company’s
mission. It also resulted in a significant adjustment to one
team member’s role. The benefits have continued in the
months since the workshop.

Amanda lives and breathes what she teaches and it shows. We
recommend her highly to any business wanting to get clarity
about its values and mission, increase team cohesion, and
enroll team members in its mission, with all the attendant
benefits in productivity and service.

-Peter F. - CEO of Conscious Family Law  & Mediation

NFA APPRECIATION

Dr. Amanda Barrientez - known as
"The Money Healer" - is the
founder of NFA - No Fucking
Around - Money and the NFA
Money Mama Mastermind. She’s
an international bestselling author
and speaker, the host of The
Woman Entrepreneur Podcast and
the NFA Money YouTube Channel.
She's been featured on over 150
podcasts, sharing tips on how to
uplevel your money mindset to
manifest easier money in your
business.

Amanda led a two hour workshop for
our small but growing business in which
she helped each team member
discover their deepest values. Then
each team member explored how their
values aligned with our company’s
values, as well as with the work each
person was doing for the company.

I invited Dr. Amanda to speak in my
Promising Profits clients community to
bring solutions for entrepreneurs who
struggle with their money mindset
when building their businesses. She
delivered a powerful talk that my client
family members loved. She was
inspiring, engaging and created big 
breakthroughs for my client family members. Shortly after her
talk, I received a long video from one of my community
members sharing that Dr. Amanda had helped her have the
biggest money block breakthrough she's had in years. If you're
looking for a powerful money mindset speaker, I highly
recommend Dr. Amanda - she'll absolutely bring
transformational value to your audience!

-Dr. Terri Levine - Founder of Heartrepreneur®
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NFA NFA MONEYMONEY TALKS TALKS
PROFESSIONAL BIOGRAPHY

Dr. Amanda Barrientez, the founder of NFA (No Fucking Around)
Money™, is an internationally recognized professional speaker and
disruptive influencer. Her expert money mindset strategies have
earned her the affectionate reputation as “The Money Healer”  because
she delivers impactful results in her thought-provoking talks.
 
Dr. Amanda is the author of the internationally bestselling book "I Am A
Money Magnet: The Top 30 Money Making AffirMantras to Manifest
More." She’s also the creator of the Money Blocks Profile™ and the NFA
Money Formula™. Dr. Amanda specializes in creating cutting-edge
strategies to help clients master their mindsets to succeed financially
and in all areas of life and business.
 
Since 2019, Dr. Amanda went from food stamps to building a 6-figure
business in its first year. Her rapidly growing expert platform has an
international presence, and she’s helped thousands of individuals
master their mindsets to maximize success through social media,
podcasting, YouTube, workshops, masterminds, 1:1 coaching, and
speaking to conference attendees. 
 
Dr. Amanda quickly earned a powerhouse speaker’s reputation by
speaking on (virtual) stages with world-renowned experts - Ed Mylette
and Jairek Robbins. Heartrpreneurs® shared, “If you're looking for a
powerful money mindset speaker, I highly recommend Dr. Amanda -
she'll absolutely bring transformational value to your audience!”
 
When Dr. Amanda speaks, your conference attendees will light up and
sit on the edge of their seats wanting more because of her facilitation
style. She is authentic, shares vulnerable stories, and interactively
teaches seminar attendees “practical actionable strategies” that
create immediate mindset transformation.
 
Dr. Amanda’s magnetic speaking style is exemplified by her winning
student-nominated teaching awards at the University of Colorado in
Boulder, her monetized and rapidly growing NFA Money YouTube
Channel, and her top 5% globally rated podcast called The Woman
Entrepreneur Podcast. 
 
Successful organizations and companies such as The Boulder Chamber
of Commerce, Smart Real Estate Coach®, Conscious Family®,
Heartrepreneurs® and numerous other companies invest in Dr.
Amanda’s workshop-style speaking year after year.

Dr. Amanda’s been a guest on over 150 podcasts and she has been
featured in the media on successful outlets such as USA Today, ABC,
CBS, NBC, and Brainz Magazine sharing mindset strategies to help
others maximize abundance in life and business.

@NFAMoney:www.nfaMoney .com BookDramanda@nfaMoney.com

TOP 5% GLOBAL PODCAST

INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER

 INFLUENTIAL YOUTUBE CHANNEL

FEATURED IN...
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NFA   BASED LEADERSHIP

Understand the brain science behind
mindset transformation and drop the habit
of being stressed.

Learn how to overcome procrastination and
overwhelm to get laser-focused results.

Implement the secrets of the NFA™
Mindset to get into a State of Being that
inspires productive action.

Apply the NFA Money Formula™ as an
alignment journaling tool to lead with
impact.

Increase company ROI by raising every team
member’s leadership vibe. 

This disruptive NFA™ (No Fucking Around)
leadership based program is designed to turn
business professionals into radically-
responsible mindset masters who lead from a
rock-solid foundation of laser-focused,
personal power habits.

In this session, you will learn the key secrets of
the NFA™ Mindset that will get you into inspired
leadership action to experience amplified
results for yourself and your team. By learning
to apply the NFA Money Formula™ you will
become a balanced, high-vibe leader.  

Uplevel your NFA™ mindset to be the leader of
yourself and your team. Feel poised and
confident to enhance company performance,
productivity, and profitability after this life-
changing, interactive presentation. 

After this program you will be able to:

@NFAMoney:www.nfaMoney .com

NFA Money Mama
Mastermind. She’s an
international bestselling
author and speaker, the
host of The Woman
Entrepreneur Podcast and
the NFA Money YouTube
Channel. She's been
featured on over 150
podcasts, sharing tips on
how to uplevel your money
mindset to manifest easier
money in your business.

Dr. Amanda Barrientez - known as "The Money Healer" - is
the founder of NFA - No Fucking Around - Money and the 

TMNFA APPRECIATION

Within two weeks I had experiences shifts
specifically related to this declaration. I am looking
forward to (and excited about) seeing the impacts
of working with Dr. Amanda going forward.

-Velma G., Creator of Heart Compass Method™  

Dr. Amanda is the most efficient
coach and teacher I have worked
with so far. Her ability to identify
the core issues fast is so helpful.
My business shifted in huge
ways after our first couple of
sessions. We created a map to
grow into a multiple 6 figure

business using her strategies. I highly recommend
Dr. Amanda if you want to make a bigger impact and
take quantum leaps in your business! 

-Macy Matarazzo - CEO SuperLoved™

I participated in one of Dr.
Amanda's programs, and
found huge value in it. By the
end of the class we had
prepared a declaration based
on my personal circum-
stances. I took this and
posted it up in multiple places
for me to see every day. 

BookDramanda@nfaMoney.com
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GENIUS BASED LEADERSHIP

Understand the neuroscience behind why
you’re overwhelmed, procrastinating, and
doubting yourself.

Discover your unique Zone of Genius Values
to be confident, clear, and focused, and
take inspired action.

Know how to maximize your leadership
potential by aligning with your Zone of
Genius Values every day.

Elevate team connectivity to uplevel the
company vibe.

Increase leadership performance to
maximize company ROI.

This is a brain-altering, interactive program
designed to transform business professionals
from the inside out, turning them into magnetic
leaders. After this talk, you’ll never be the
same!

During the session, you will learn why your Zone
of Genius Values are the key to unlocking your
potential and how to discover your Zone of
Genius Values so you can lead yourself, your
team, and your life with deliberate, inspired
action.

Optimize personal success by reducing
overwhelm and increasing focused productivity
to lead with confidence, cultivate team
connectivity, and maximize company
profitability after this transformative
presentation.

After this program you will be able to:

@NFAMoney:www.nfaMoney .com BookDramanda@nfaMoney.com

It’s a wonderful circle! Working with Dr. Amanda
has significantly up-leveled my personal and
professional development. I am constantly finding
examples of my increased level of consciousness
which has allowed me to move toward my “zone of
genius.” Doing the work that she suggests has
increased not only my consciousness, but I also
feel a stronger connection with God and overall
more joy. Thank you Dr. A! I look forward to our next
time together!”

 Lindsay Rice - CEO of Rice Properties Group

Dr Amanda is certified
in Dr. John Demartini's
Values Determination
Process®. This is the
tool she uses for
helping others
discover their values-
based inner genius.

My consciousness has up-
leveled so much that my
actions are taken with clarity
and confidence. And when I
experience that, I stop and
move into gratitude because
she reminded me that a focus
on gratitude will provide more
of what I desire! #Abundance!!! 

 

See their interview by clicking here.

NFA Money Mama
Mastermind. She’s an
international bestselling
author and speaker, the
host of The Woman
Entrepreneur Podcast and
the NFA Money YouTube
Channel. She's been
featured on over 150
podcasts, sharing tips on
how to uplevel your money
mindset to manifest easier
money in your business.

Dr. Amanda Barrientez - known as "The Money Healer" - is
the founder of NFA - No Fucking Around - Money and the 
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PROFIT BASED LEADERSHIP

Learn the science based Law of
Attraction principles to become a
magnetic sales machine.
Remove your unconscious blocks to
selling and enjoy the art of sales.
Apply actionable mindset strategies
to experience the ease of magnetic
sales.
Increase sales immediately.
Reach your sales goals, and raise the
company’s profits.

This Law of Attraction based program is
designed to remove your unconscious
blocks to selling so you can turn into a
magnetic sales machine and amplify your
profits. 

In this session, you will learn the science
behind magnetism and customer
attraction. You’ll understand how to work
through imposter syndrome, fear,
uncertainty, and doubt so you can enjoy
the art of selling. 

Uplevel your magnetic sales mindset to
feel good when you’re selling, attract new
business easily, and enhance company
profitability in this mindset-altering
presentation.

After this program you will be able to:

@NFAMoney:www.nfaMoney .com BookDramanda@nfaMoney.com

Amanda is freeeking
awesome!!!  She helped us
narrow our focus so that
we can expand our
influence. She created a
strategy specific to us
that drove our income
through the roof!!!.... 

The real world financial results of this mindset
shift were staggering.  Within a couple of months,
I was able to 2.5X my "stretch" sales goal on a
promotion - and that is money in my pocket. 
 Seriously - go listen to Amanda and do what she
says ;).         

-Regina Peterburgsky of Women on Amazon
Podcast

She’s an international
bestselling author and
speaker, the host of The
Woman Entrepreneur
Podcast and the NFA Money
YouTube Channel. She's
been featured on over 150
podcasts, sharing tips on
how to uplevel your money
mindset to manifest easier
money in your business.

Dr. Amanda Barrientez - known as "The Money Healer" - is
the founder of NFA - No Fucking Around - Money and the
NFA Money Mama Mastermind. 

I cannot recommend Dr Amanda
highly enough.  The strategies
and tips I got from listening to
her podcast and following her
suggestions gave me the
impetus to change my mindset.

NFA APPRECIATION

-Jason Hansen - Financial Coach
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MAGNETISM BASED LEADERSHIP

Learn how to apply the Universal Laws of
money magnetism to attract easier money.

Debug your Money O.S. to heal your
relationship with money, reduce financial
volatility, and feel good about money.

Use the NFA Money Formula™ to remove your
unconscious money blocks.

Rewrite your money story to consciously
create your financial future.

Amplify your personal wealth and increase
your company’s profitability by tapping into
your magnetic money power.

This quantum physics-based program is
designed to help business professionals learn
the art and science of money magnetism. Why?
Because money magnetism is your goldmine,
personally and professionally. The goal of this
interactive program is to give you the tools to
work less (strategically!), make more, and have
fun along the journey.

In this session, you will learn about money
magnetism and how to break through your
unconscious money blocks to own your money
power and write your financial future. You will
learn how your Money O.S. (operating system)
was installed and rewrite your money story to
consciously create your financial future.

Reframe and reprogram your money mindset to
feel good about money so you can sell with
confidence, lead with power, and increase your
personal wealth and your company’s profitability
in this money mindset-changing presentation.

After this program you will be able to:
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 I hired her on the spot. 

In the WEEK that I hired Amanda, I made back my
investment with a new client. In the weeks that
followed, I doubled my monthly revenue compared
to any other month this year. But improved money
results were just the beginning. I'm a deeply self-
reflective person and passionate about my growth
and development. Try as I might, however, I still am
too close to myself to truly understand myself.
That's where an outside perspective from a gifted
coach, mentor, and consultant, like Amanda, is
priceless. She helped me gain tremendous clarity
around what I'm here on this planet to do right now,
who that supports, HOW that supports others, and
how I can ENJOY the path of wealth building along
the way. 

-Tommy A. - IPEC Trainer & Coach

I first met Amanda by
asking HER to be a Special
Guest speaker for a group
that I'm running. At the end
of our interview, I asked
questions about her work
and her clients. 

I told her how I had experienced so much growth
and success as a coach and business owner, but
that my money results weren't quite what I wanted
or expected. She understood this discrepancy,
completely, and she knew how to help.

NFA APPRECIATION

She’s an international
bestselling author and
speaker, the host of The
Woman Entrepreneur
Podcast and the NFA Money
YouTube Channel. She's
been featured on over 150
podcasts, sharing tips on
how to uplevel your money
mindset to manifest easier
money in your business.

Dr. Amanda Barrientez - known as "The Money Healer" - is
the founder of NFA - No Fucking Around - Money and the
NFA Money Mama Mastermind. 
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